ESL Student Tracking System Requirements - Goals

This is a preliminary listing of system requirements and will be updated as the project progresses. Particularly, the priority list of client needs will be updated/reordered.

1. Study Phase (priority list of client needs) – (not yet prioritized)
   a. Reports
      i. Pending Student Enrollment
      ii. Current Enrollment
      iii. Transcripts
      iv. Other...
   b. Remove Redundancy/Typing to find things
      i. Dropdown lists to find sessions/classes etc.
   c. Simplified Grade Editing System
      i. Dialog to enter grades by class, rather than by student
   d. Add Student Dialog (all information at once, rather than add, find, edit)
2. Redesign Database
   a. Remove non-useful data
   b. Simplify design where possible
3. Convert/Upgrade to Access 207 format
4. Improve User Interface (UI) design
5. Train client and prepare documentation